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and his developmental view of how to approach the youth employment problem. The task was not just to demonstrate that certain programs operating in certain settings could work, but more importantly, to create a large-scale constituency of organizations committed to making certain programs work in certain settings. Later, Taggart (1980:15) would describe his purposes äs follows:
The aim of the involvement strategy was to build up the expertise for the involved groups and institutions to provide assistance in the replication of specific proven models under an incentive grant structure, äs well äs intensive technical assistance on specific Substantive components of youth Programming. . . .
Without this institutional infrastructure, there would be no capacity to deliver whatever "solutions" emerged from the knowledge development process.  The investments in intermediäries, then, were partly investments in research and development and partly investments in institutional capacity. Andrew Hahn, from Brandeis, puts the problem this way:  "When you go to do research and demonstration in th educational system, you've got a lot of established organizations who can create curriculum, train, test, and evaluate. Before YEDPA, there was no capacity like that in the youth employment area, just a collection of small entrepreneurs and a big employment and training delivery system focused mainly on adult programs."
Intermediäries were a short-term capital Investment in a longer-term problem of institutional capacity.  They were also a high-risk investment. With the exception of MDRC, none of the intermediäries existed prior to YEDPA, nor were they managed or staffed by people who had experience in similar settings. Consequently, äs one might expect CPPV, Youthwork, and CYE made their early decisions on an Opportunist! trial-and-error basis that produced a predictable mix of successes and errors (Lowry, 1979).
Youthwork, for example, recruited its staff disproportionately froi the education Community, giving it little credibility with CETA prime Sponsors. When this became clear, the organization adjusted, but lost precious time in the process. All the intermediary organizations, wit] the exception of MDRC, had difficulty attracting and holding qualified research specialists, and this fact showed up in the quality of their initial plans. CPPV managed to recruit qualified staff, but its relative inexperience in management created start-up Problems. Youthwork had a high level of internal turnover in its first two years, which undermined its ability to develop research expertise. CYE was slow in developing and never managed to attract and hold strong research staff
Interagency Agreements
Interagency agreements were an outgrowth of congressional expectations that DOL would "pull together the pieces" of the federal government around the youth employment problem.  The portfolio of

